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About This Game

 Mankind is on the verge of extinction, the gates of darkness have been opened, Maligino's army has destroyed the world of men
leaving only one city that will fight until peace reigns again, and in their hands is the fate of this war.

"HEAVEN AND HELL - the last war" is a 2D medieval tower defense gameplay inspired by "plants vs. zombies", but with a
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dark universe inspired by "dark souls".

In the game the player invokes his army through cards unlocked through the campaign mode, in the game to changes of time
that prevent the use of certain cards, then it is up to the player to be attentive.

Does not have tutorial, nor indications on how to play reminiscing games of 16, 32 bit age where the player has to test and find
out how to play, different from his inspirations he is harder with wave bigger from the beginning, if you lose you easy.

Key features:
- tower defense
- survival mode

- Free Content Updates
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Title: HEAVEN AND HELL - the last war
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
DVL GAMES
Publisher:
DVL GAMES
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Xp, Vista, 7, 8/8.1, 10

Processor: 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 128mb Video Memory, capable of Shader Model 2.0+

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: wheel on any modern potato

English
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heaven and hell the last war. heaven and hell the war diary of a german paratrooper. heaven and hell war tattoo

Tough game, but great concept.
Some UI needs refining, and I had a problem with the camera, but this is totally acceptable for early access.
Great value.. game so good, but i want animation like Shogun 2. Fast paced kickflips with cars. Find yourself a good server and
you will have a good time!. I love it!
Just get it, play it!. UNBELIEVABLE. i must've spent at least 6hours of my life in order to get this game to work (i even started
experimenting with virtual machines omfg) and after all that the steam version STILL doesn't work. I had to download the
pirated version of f1 2011 (which was still a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥to get it to start) and after i overcame the ocean of pop-up
errors/crashes, only the pirated version finaly worked.

thx codemasters! I MEAN RAZOR

(tl;dr the game is very good for its time but i'd never give a positive review on a something with GAME-BREAKING bugs and
features tied to a platform that is dead and not working for years -GFWL- )

edit1: i use a steam idler program to track my gametime,so don't think i got i got it to work
edit2: somehow i installed the game again a week after all the chaos of the first day and the game magically starts normally. My
guess is that 10hours of playing it through razor's pirated copy ironed the last starting bugs i had. on top of that the steam
version has some minor improvements. the game is good (otherwise i wouldn't be playing it for so many hours) but i wouldn't
change my review to positive for a game that has game breaking bugs and is sold for money
edit3: On to the game itself
+driving the car feels great
+excellent graphics
+everything that has to do with audio is great. they even have david's croft voice which they lip-synced on his in-game character
and then they put a microphone in front of his lips. now thats funny

bugs the game still has:
-frequently reports incorrect amount of exp awarded on carrer mode
-keeps losing steering wheel as default on game exit
-for some reason it plays at around 40fps for me rather than reaching the maximum monitor Hz. i've tried vsync and some other
options but nothing worked
-OH MY GOD the game sometimes doesnt save your career progress EVEN THOUGH autosave is on and i even used some
manual saves to do it! Entire sessions of playing can be lost for no reason. Another game-breaking bug.......

bad game design:
-team expectations for qualify/race aren't realistic and heavily dependent upon a combination of last race's result and current
standings - which is quite bad because if somehow by luck managed to score some points on the first race of the season with an
under-achieving car that would raise the bar of the team expectations and you'll be losing most of the goals of the team for the
next few races(this is fixed on later versions with dynamic change between the qualify and the race)
-the AI is considerably slower on some tracks (like in abu dhabi)
-the best cars are favored HEAVILY on high speed tracks (like spa) and it's almost impossible to be competitive with a low-end
car even if you can manage just fine on the other tracks
-the game favours higher top speed over higher acceleration on ALL tracks, even in monaco where u'd expect the maximum
downforce settings to be the best choice, it is not the case
-very high skill gaps between each of the 4 difficulty levels
-time trials/time attack/achievements/ are embeded to GFWL which is dead so that means this whole aspect of the game is now
void. how they can leave a black hole in their game's programming is beyond me. Summary: no regrets buying it.

its not perfect. has it flaws? - yes
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has it questionable design choices? - yes
is the graphic medicore? - yes
did it made fun? hell yeah!

The game is pretty niche, you don\u00b4t make much by yourself, you kinda set things up that will then have an effect.
in the first glance i underestimated the game\u00b4s complexity. you may be only watching the fight, seeing
research\/production only as numbers but the impact your choices and distributions have is insane.
changed some settings and from a devasting loss became a clean victory.
in the end i don\u00b4t have any regrets buying it, even if i first was intimidated by the low amount of
reviews\/info\/discussions.
it kept me good entertained and even forget time sometimes.
the game focuses on its strengths and its flaws arent that much of a bother.

i can, without doubt, recommend this little gem
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Yes play this game it good. BEAUTIFUL voice acting! BEAUTIFUL story! BEAUTIFUL art! BEAUTIFUL bg music!
just a freaking BEAUTIFUL lovely game <3 10/10. Do you want Shannon Tweed? Do you want the Hollywood glitz and
glamour and excitement that must fill Shannon Tweeds daily life? Do you want Plants Vs Zombies without plants, zombies or
any of those fun game mechanics? Then this is the game for you.

You begin the game with a polite message from what I assume to be Ms Tweed's assistant, Sophie, who runs you through the
contols of the game and the absolute havoc that comes with controling Shannon's hectic groupie filled schedule. After a while
Sophie kinda leaves you to up it, updating you after each "day" on new "tools" which can help keep the groupies at bay. These
range from Money Trees (Copyright pending for Ms Tweed) to what are essentially fart bombs that of course disgust the
rampaging ravenous army of Tweed hungry groupies. I can't say I've progressed far beyond the fart bombs, but I cannot wait for
the moment that I do. I am literally gripped right now.

All in all, this is worth every single penny if you answered yes to any of the questions in the opening paragraph. A truly
revolutionary game, with a truly insightful look into the daily life and hell of a G list celebrity. I for one cannot recommend this
enough. It also has the added bonus of looking good in your library. I obviously cannot speak for everyone here, but in my
Steam library, it's sitting next to such subpar titles as Sanctum 2 and Sid Meier's Civilisation 5. Having Ms Tweeds game there,
in HD no less, just gives me that sense of true gamer that only comes with games of this quality.. You're a square in abstract
geometry minimal land, completing objectives, moving to awesome techno music, and going pew-pew. 10\/10 would
recommend.

Seriously though, Disastr_Blastr is a great time and I've spent countless hours just working through the variety of levels that
introduce new enemies and obstacles. Oh, it gets hella-hard at points, but I loved every second of it.

I think for the sheer amount of levels, powerups you obtain, and ability to play the levels how you want, this is more than worth
the base price of $4.99.

You can hear me gush more about the game over at http:\/\/indiegamepodcast.com\/episode-2-thanksgiving-disastr\/. Absolute
perfection!!
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